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Learnings from South Australia’s Nuclear Fuel Cycle Jury
What is the ques+on?
In 2016, newDemocracy had oversight of a massive public deliberaLon in South Australia on
the extremely contenLous issue of nuclear waste storage. It was our biggest project to date.
Any journey into the unknown is a rich site for learning, and this project was no excepLon.
Given newDemocracy’s commitment to an acLon-learning approach, what did we learn from
this bold experiment?
Why did we do it?
This project was preceded by a Royal Commission in South Australia. IniLal advice to
newDemocracy noted two problems for the government: ﬁrst, that no one will actually read
a Royal Commission report, and comment will be leU to acLve interests with polarised
posiLons; and second, that ciLzens do not trust government agencies as neutral and
independent arbiters of community feedback, and assume that their feedback will be
ignored. Therefore, a genuine exercise in public deliberaLon was designed.
The South Australia Nuclear Fuel Cycle Jury was not a typical jury of 20-40 people (See,
Process Design). It was an ambiLous public deliberaLon under the imprimatur of the Premier
of South Australia, Jay Weatherill. The brief from his government was to design an
engagement where the community’s input was visible and central to the ﬁnal decision by
government. Governments too oUen decide, announce, and defend. This was to be
qualitaLvely diﬀerent, a rare opportunity for newDemocracy.
What was the process?
The project involved thousands of South Australian ciLzens, and its size alone tested the
limits of the jury model. newDemocracy thinks that our democracy needs radical innovaLon,
and it’s on hard topics where breakthroughs will be made. We could see the beneﬁt of
tackling a large-format deliberaLon because of the potenLal learning that we could later use
— knowing it would also beneﬁt others.
In summary, the deliberaLve design began by involving 52 randomly-selected ciLzens in an
agenda se`ng jury. It then reached out to thousands at public events, smaller workshops,
and online, culminaLng in more than 300 randomly-selected ciLzens (including some of the
original 52) forming a ﬁnal jury for a face-to-face deliberaLon in the state capital, Adelaide.
This research note is mainly focused on the ﬁnal face-to-face sessions that involved 328
randomly-selected ciLzens over three weekends, but also documents learnings from the
original 52-person jury, and the wider engagement process.
To visualise this large-scale event — in parLcular, the ﬁnal jury—imagine hundreds of people
seated in the same vast space, other Lmes moving toward allocated rooms, occasionally with
television cameras focused on them, cha`ng over meals, exploring the library of resources,
enthusiasLcally discussing issues along the corridors — the mood was upbeat.

What worked well?
Recruitment
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The recruitment for the ﬁrst jury was highly eﬀecLve, and for the larger jury was sLll
remarkably free from skews and biases. ParLcipants were randomly recruited to match a
demographic proﬁle, not for their a`tude to nuclear waste, yet there emerged a comparable
proporLon of strongly-held views as one would expect to see in the wider community (~5%).
Agenda-seSng jury
The iniLal agenda-se`ng jury of 52 ciLzens yielded tremendous saLsfacLon based on the
feedback that newDemocracy received, both from parLcipants and government. They found
that jury to be producLve and enjoyable. The 328 ciLzens who parLcipated in the ﬁnal
session were not as saLsﬁed. There are some obvious reasons for this discrepancy — the ﬁrst
jury was smaller, but it also had a non-polarising remit: to examine the Royal Commission
report and idenLfy areas of concern that the whole of South Australia would wish to discuss.
The ﬁrst jury aeended conscienLously to that task. In contrast, the ﬁnal jury had a tougher
remit.
Final jury
For the most part, the deliberaLon in the larger jury worked well. The fourth day of the ﬁnal
jury was operaLonally strong. Working in groups of seven for an hour, jurors shared
individual reﬂecLons on what they had learned, and then had an enforced mix to new tables
(defeaLng any echo chamber behaviour) and repeated the exercise to share what their last
group had been inﬂuenced by. This led into 90 minutes of small group generaLon of best
argument for, against or an ancillary statement, which were then clustered by jurors and
used as themes for a 90-minute wriLng task (again in small groups, wriLng one page on a
single point to reﬂect the intent of the whole jury). The process worked very well, and
generated a high-quality draU by the end of that day.
To reiterate, on this very-producLve fourth day of the 328 member jury, the process was how
newDemocracy would want a large format process to work — two rotaLons where
parLcipants hear and reﬂect on the views of others, then free wriLng at small tables. The
quality of the draU report then reﬂected a very successful day and a model that
newDemocracy plans to repeat.
At the end of the ﬁnal session, 328 people from all over the state were si`ng together
having had an informed discussion about the long-term storage of high-level nuclear waste.
This is not a conversaLon that would otherwise have occurred.
Integra@ng quan@ta@ve research
newDemocracy was pleasantly surprised to see how quanLtaLve research could be
integrated with a public deliberaLon. The market researchers, Colmar Brunton, who had
undertaken phone-based and focus group research were in aeendance and their databases
were opened to any juror who was interested. Jurors were interested in the thoughts of
other ciLzens. Market researchers were on hand to help or resolve speciﬁc queries, and they
demonstrated an ability to connect feedback from the wider populaLon with the acLviLes of
the jury.
InsighWul ﬁnal report
While the ﬁnal report was not of the usual form or quality (due to signiﬁcant Lming errors on
the ﬁnal two days), it sLll managed to show genuine insight beyond that which
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commentators, experts or poliLcians showed. There was content that was linked to evidence
that had not emerged from any other format — not the $7.2m Royal Commission, nor the
Parliamentary Inquiry, or the 40,000 online comments — and ulLmately could have informed
the government’s course of acLon. ParLcipants showed clear and criLcal thinking, delivering
that to the government. This was aided by the criLcal thinking exercises that newDemocracy
has developed, in the company of a number of skilled facilitators (See, Importance of
FacilitaLon and CriLcal Thinking).
Credibility of a large jury
A frequent media criLcism of juries of 20-50 people is “how can a small group possibly be
representaLve?” With more than 300 people, the ﬁnal jury was a visible swathe of the enLre
populaLon from all around the state. Having the larger jury made a noLceable diﬀerence in
media coverage (See, InDaily Coverage).
Not a rubber stamp
newDemocracy demonstrated that a ciLzens’ jury is not simply a rubber stamp for
government. Should a government choose to undertake something similar for other diﬃcult
conversaLons or contenLous policy maeers, that government would be able to point to the
nuclear jury as clear evidence that the outcomes of a newDemocracy process are beyond the
control of government, and that the jury’s recommendaLons won’t necessarily accord with a
government’s current beliefs.
What do we wish had worked be8er?
There is always room for improvement. newDemocracy’s big goal is that everyone leaves
feeling a sense of ownership over the whole report, and we did not achieve that. Here are
just a few of the areas for improvement, for the ﬁnal jury as well as the wider engagement.
Jurors expression of protest
An issue for newDemocracy is the perhaps-inevitable recruitment of acLvists when an issue
is as contenLous as nuclear waste storage. This led to the nightmare of the ‘red dots’— dots
designed to signify NO — which began to appear on name tags. A facLon emerged within
the jury in the later stages, and this facLon wanted to make a statement of intent. This is
enLrely counter to the principles of deliberaLon and respect for others’ views (See,
DeliberaLon). It said to other jurors “I’m not going to in any way change my mind no maeer
what alternaLve arguments are presented”. As the process unfolded a notable number of
jurors began to feel inLmidated by this collecLve (newDemocracy noted approximately 30
comments). Juries work because random groups typically do not facLonalise into blocs.
Doing so is akin to si`ng on a criminal jury with a “GUILTY” pin in one’s lapel.
Accusa@ons against the organiser
Another area of concern is the extent to which an organiser can intervene to correct
misinformaLon, given that we oﬀer criLcal thinking exercises and are relying on parLcipants
to exercise criLcal thinking at all Lmes. Here’s an example of a dilemma that we faced. and it
goes to the issue of an organiser’s integrity: to be hands-oﬀ or involved.
ParLcipants reported aspersions directed at newDemocracy and its founder, Luca BelgiornoNe`s, whose family foundaLon funds what newDemocracy does. The accusaLon was that
he had energy interests through Transﬁeld Holdings. He did not. For the record, Transﬁeld
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Holdings was Australia’s biggest investor in Concentrated Solar Thermal Power Technology
(through Novatec Solar, a company based in Germany) but exited the investment in 2014
(See, Further InformaLon below). A large solar operator, had this investment been extant,
might have had a bias toward the ‘No’ argument, following the line of advocacy that money
spent exploring the nuclear opportunity could instead be spent in renewables. How this was
turned into “manufacturing consent” (for ‘Yes’) was illogical, but newDemocracy was loathe
to intervene and did not do so. We remain unsure if that was the right decision.
Timing
Time is of the essence in a large-scale project. newDemocracy does not believe that we got
the Lming right—a very common problem in public deliberaLons (and also for
parliamentarians, who oUen ﬁnd themselves debaLng unLl the early hours). In parLcular,
this project had several problems with Lming.
The 328-person jury was run over six days, on three weekends, on both Saturdays and
Sundays. Running on both days of a weekend is not ideal. It was essenLal given the narrow
window of available Lme, coupled with the cost pressures of having 20% of parLcipants
travel from regional South Australia. As a result, there are downsides, such as lower response
rates to invitaLons (this aﬀects the diversity in the room), less Lme for reﬂecLon between
meeLngs (which can make deliberaLons shallower), and jurors’ percepLon of being rushed
(undermining their willingness to trust the process). It also makes it more diﬃcult to correct
any ﬂaws in process design or on-the-spot decisions about the agenda. newDemocracy now
considers that both-day weekends should be an absolute last resort and should not be used
more than once during the life of a project.
When sessions run late, there is a domino eﬀect that can damage the overall deliberaLve
design. This happened on the penulLmate day, and it cut into the important Lme devoted to
wriLng a draU in preparaLon for the last sessions. This made life diﬃcult for facilitators and
parLcipants alike.
The issue of Lme was also evident in the wider context. Following the release of the Royal
Commission report, the government agency was given six months to deliver a state-wide
engagement. Ideally, a project of this size would demand a Lme frame of two years. The
truncated Lme frame the project was given was driven by the realiLes of poliLcal Lming. The
South Australian Government was faced with the urgency of a jobs and economy crisis.
Taking two years to discuss a project that would be a massive economic driver (were the
community to support it proceeding) would be poorly publicly received as failing to prioriLse
the need to get people into jobs in the short-term. In this context, there are downsides to all
decisions.
Some issues could beneﬁt from project Lmelines which deliver a recommendaLon to the
parliament aUer the next elecLon. However, governments will only commission deliberaLve
processes if they are both good poliLcs and good policy. The act of delivering a beneﬁt aUer
the elecLon erodes the beneﬁt as the desired poliLcal posiLoning is to be able to say “we
dealt with a diﬃcult issue by having ciLzens as partners in problem solving” — the issue
won’t have been dealt with, so a key campaign selling point is removed.
Rela@onship between newDemocracy and Advisory Board
The normal operaLng relaLonship would involve a government agency retaining
newDemocracy and valuing the independent ﬁnal oversight of the process. The Advisory
Board members were tremendously experienced with criminal juries, medical and market
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research — but criLcally not with deliberaLve democraLc models. In a feat of Lming, the
ﬁrst meeLng for newDemocracy with Advisory Board members was on the morning of the
ﬁrst ciLzens’ jury. This meant that the Advisory Board lacked context of parLcipaLng in
planning discussions with representaLves of the Premier’s Oﬃce as they occurred before the
Board’s formaLon which would have resulted in newDemocracy’s prior experience being
valued. UlLmately, newDemocracy did not have pracLcal ‘ﬁnal call’ oversight during this
project. There were too many layers of responsibility, all wanLng to act responsibly.
Informa@on for the jury
newDemocracy’s original advice on the overarching Engagement Strategy emphasised a
need for three things in the wider community engagement phase being rolled out to all
South Australians: (1) high quality strategic communicaLons advice; (2) avoidance of onesided presentaLons and the importance of not “selling” a parLcular outcome; (3) asking
quesLons (through collateral such as Kitchen Table Discussion kits) rather than ﬂat
statements which people could rightly reject if they conﬂict with their innate beliefs. Two key
principles of deliberaLon are to oﬀer an open quesLon (rather than selling an answer) and to
encourage review of mulLple, diverse sources. TradiLonal public sector culture made
adhering to these two principles rare, as evidenced by much of the public collateral
distributed by the agency. This contributed to a low level of general public trust for the
incoming 328 jurors, who felt that the government was pushing something onto them. It also
led to increased frustraLon among the facilitators when they were shown examples of
collateral as “proof” of a pre-determined outcome. The collateral made this line of argument
plausible, undermining the process and the Premier’s reassurance, when he aeended, as
inconsistent with the available hard evidence.
CiLzens expected to hear from government “What are you planning? Show me. What will it
mean?” One would expect to see the big picture and have various components explained.
However, the iniLal baseline informaLon presented on the ﬁrst day fo the larger jury instead
sought to explain the Royal Commission process rather than give ciLzens an understanding
of what would ulLmately be built — a stadium-sized concrete bunker several hundred
metres underground, the types of technologies being used, and the radiaLon at ground
level. It is understandable that speakers focused on the Commission’s process, in the context
of acLvist aeacks on the integrity of the process. However, this emphasis placed
considerable Lme and informaLon pressure on subsequent acLviLes that were dependent
on this baseline informaLon. A deliberaLve design will generally prioriLse broadening the
range of sources, and do so by asking the ciLzens what quesLons they have as a result of the
iniLal presentaLon. Instead, these quesLons became based around a lower than expected
level of informaLon.

What do the results mean for the prac+ce of delibera+ve democracy?
Challenges of large face-to-face groups
There needs to be much more aeenLon paid to the most eﬃcacious method of working with
large face-to-face groups on complex topics. newDemocracy considers that a process like this
one works best with six full days, with each spread approximately three weeks apart to allow
Lme for reading and reﬂecLon and mulLple rounds of involvement by expert witnesses. The
original designer of ciLzens’ juries, Ned Crosby, has been ﬁrm about a ﬁve- day process
involving consecuLve days (Crosby & Nethercut, 2005: 114). Our experience suggests that
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modiﬁcaLons improve deliberaLve designs and are consistent with other Australian
adaptaLons (Carson & Hartz-Karp 2005).
Dividing large face-to-face groups into separate smaller groups, then integra@ng them
The operaLon of the 52-person ﬁrst jury was predictable and cohesive. As group size
increases, newDemocracy is aware that incenLves to read and work with others decline.
Large-scale projects such as DeliberaLve Polls are more survey-oriented and do not require
the depth of reading that is essenLal for a ciLzens’ jury (Fishkin, 2011). newDemocracy has
previously operated juries of 100 and 150+ successfully. With 20:20 hindsight, we consider
that we “should” have run this as seven 40-50 person local juries for three or four days, then
brought those seven juries together for a ﬁnal two or three days (ideally separated — not
over a weekend). newDemocracy never oﬀered government this advice — this is simply what
we think aUer the project.
newDemocracy believes that the beneﬁt of smaller, separate juries would have been to
create greater group dialogue and cohesion. It would have allowed for diversity in selecLon
of expert witnesses, and deeper discussion at the 50-person level (which was a valid criLcism
of the dynamics of the larger group). AUer this, jurors would have brought summaries of
evidence they relied upon to the larger group. PerspecLves could be shared using the largeformat exercise that worked so well for the ﬁnal jury.
Using a separate agenda jury
newDemocracy has convened simultaneous juries before (with staﬀ members and ciLzens in
separate juries). However, rarely do we see an agenda-se`ng jury convened. More oUen, a
steering commieee will be assembled to set the agenda. This could be a very fruiwul area of
future pracLce and evaluaLon.
Integra@ng quan@ta@ve research
Referring to the successful integraLon of quanLtaLve research (menLoned above), this is an
integraLon worthy of repeLLon. Since ciLzens do not trust governments as independent
arbiters of mass feedback, this is an eﬀecLve format to pracLcally deliver ciLzens’ input.
Having the researchers on hand, and making all data available, deﬁnitely strengthens trust in
the collecLon and reporLng of public opinion.
Working with government staﬀ
The Premier, Jay Weatherill, is an advocate for deliberaLve democracy (Thompson, 2016)
and has been inﬂuenced, in parLcular, by Daniel Yankelovitch’s work on dialogue and coming
to public judgement (Yankelovitch, 1991, 1999). This does not mean that everyone in the
government agrees with the need for public deliberaLons. Government employees who are
charged with delivering projects such as these will vary from enthusiasLc to obstrucLve. We
can keep wishing this was not so, but the issue is not going to go away, and it has an impact
on all government-supported projects, as it did with this one. An elected representaLve’s
passion is not necessarily congruent with all staﬀ or vice versa. newDemocracy spent
considerable Lme brieﬁng government staﬀ but something more is needed. This is a very
fruiwul area of research and to some extent has been invesLgated by a research project that
newDemocracy funded (See, Riedy & Kent 2017). We know what can happen—but we need
to understand how best to overcome this impediment to good pracLce.
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What remains unresolved?
Indigenous par@cipa@on
For the ﬁrst jury, the random selecLon process resulted in three indigenous parLcipants, but
for the ﬁnal jury we believe there were only four. In any random sampling exercise this
number will ebb and ﬂow on each project. It conLnues to be a diﬃcult aspect, as quesLons
about Indigeneity are not answered honestly and we have no means of checking the
accuracy of anyone’s answers. While newDemocracy uses other methods to have Indigenous
conversaLons and input in order to supplement this weakness, we would like to ﬁnd beeer
ways of ensuring Indigenous involvement.
Ac@vists in juries
The Nuclear Jury pre-dated newDemocracy’s work with personal (or cogniLve) biases, and it
was a catalyst for our thinking in that area (See, CriLcal Thinking). In a public deliberaLon, a
brake must be applied to judgment — not to suspend judgment, but to delay it — long
enough to take in contrary views. If one arrives with a pre-determined view, all sorts of
biases will arise (for example, conﬁrmaLon bias), and this will impede learning new
informaLon. Worse, Lme will be dedicated to persuading others to this pre-exisLng view and
this pre-occupaLon with aeracLng others to a parLcular viewpoint defeats our ability to
interrogate all knowledge (See, Hartz-Karp & Carson, 2013).
Accusa@ons of bias on the part of organisers
Another problem can arise: accusaLons against the organisers as ‘manufacturers of consent’,
even though the facilitators are merely trying to ensure that all views are canvassed. It might
also be that such a large group, convened over many weeks, is not ideal. The online
environment, for example, can exacerbate this predilecLon.
How to enable good delibera@on online
Online environments can become toxic when strong opinions are presented as the only
acceptable or credible opinions. Those with contrary views are howled down and leave the
site. When vitriol forces online contributors to vacate the site, it can leave an agglomeraLon
of like-minded people with few opportuniLes for learning — again, anathema to
deliberaLon. ModeraLng the site, asking contributors to curb their behaviour, can inﬂame
those with strong views and, once more, can be seen as organisers ‘manufacturing consent’.
newDemocracy is interested in exploring other, more deliberaLve, online environments.
A word about acknowledging challenges and learning
These reﬂecLons and more are part of newDemocracy’s commitment to reﬂect on pracLce
in the company of others who share a commitment to good pracLce, and this includes the
many randomly-selected ciLzens who have parLcipated in public deliberaLons. ParLcipants
give newDemocracy so much of their Lme. This research note is one way to oﬀer insight into
the challenges we encountered in a parLcular project as well as an admission of someLmesﬂawed, but well-meaning, decisions that were made along the way.
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Further informa+on
For details of newDemocracy’s funding disclosure, see: hep://newdemocracy.com.au/whowe-are/governance/funding
For Transﬁeld Holdings Investments, see:
hep://www.transﬁeld.com.au/investments/current-investments-porwolio
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